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M-SC overview September 2017 
 

Good evening everyone, 

 

Thank you for making it so far! The following contains 

summaries, ideas and our future plans. As I said it once 

before: I have accomplished what I wanted to do with my 

old team. Now, having new members working with the old 

and loyal ones, I’d like to know about your expectations. 

Good news is, we seem all to be on the same page. 
 

 

 

M-SC concept: 

 

Remember: We aren’t a fighting alliance. 

This alliance has never been and will never fully be about 

power. We are a home for non-spenders. For those who 

can’t/don’t want to spend on a game. Those who are mostly 

enjoying the social interactions and the complexity of the 

game. Of course, this doesn’t mean that we don’t welcome 

power players but power isn’t where we are heading to. A 

bunch of fun people and a flowing AC is. We are about 

having fun in the game. Most of us are here because we 

enjoy the chats and talks and the time spent in here, not 

because we are concurring with other alliances and players. 
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About me / my leading: 

 

A very radical but friendly woman. I will always ask your 

opinion about important stuff and you’ll always see me 

talking about honor, loyalty, honesty and democracy. I also 

have principles that aren’t to be overstepped. 

I keep my team small, because this makes teamwork easier 

but I’ve chosen all of you because I trust you and because 

this alliance wouldn’t work without you. This game is 

about teamwork, neither the extern nor the internal system 

works with one person only. 

 

However, because of my busy life, you are 10 times more 

important to the leading than I am, I just make the plans. 

Important things you should know:  

- Soon I’ll visit some alliances here and there, to make 

new friends and to get an overview about other 

systems, no need to worry. I’ll always come back 

home. 

- There will be someone who’ll get the rights to decide 

in my name, if I am not around for over 36h (business 

trips are an important part of my job(s)) 

- … But as long as I am around, do not act without my 

permission. 
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The game: 

 

We must develop our skills and understanding of the game, 

whenever possible. If you have questions, ask! Ask in the 

AC, in the SC, ask (y)our powerful friends, google it, etc.  

Vansfu and Nod are skilled fighters if you don’t know who 

to begin with. If we collect advice, knowledge and tactics 

from everywhere and share it, we’ll be able to help each 

other and our members out more. *1
 

 

Recruiting: 

 

Focus is set on everyone: old, strong players, new players, 

players from weaker or inactive alliances, we’ve got place 

and we have always been a great mix. 

Best ways to do so: Mix in the SC! Be social, talk to new 

people, make new friends. If you see anything you can 

comment on, cling yourself on it. And on case you don’t 

like being too social, be smooth. There are thousands of 

ways to approach people. Be smart, let’s someone say 

something that interests you or that will let you ask a 

question about it, send a chat invite and start an easy going 

small talk with your little question. Deepen the 

conversation as soon as you see a way to do so. Most 

people are super friendly, don’t be shy. 
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Your tasks (for now): 

 

- Support and help new members.  

- Don’t hesitate to use the message all button and 

reminding our members about important things (as in 

replacing shields, upkeep reduction, SvS, using the 

right gear, the fact that we are there for them if they 

need anything etc.) 

- Do NOT hesitate to correct me if I am wrong!!! I 

mostly know what I’m doing – I hope so, but like the 

rest of you I am a human being and have a life. I make 

mistakes and oversee things. Talk to me if you aren’t 

okay with what I am doing or thinking.  

- Watch over everything, while you are online, you’re a 

supervisor. And keep the AC alive. 

- Have new objectives and ideas and share them as soon 

as they pop up.  

- Keep me updated whenever you feel like I’m missing 

something or hear news and have tea.  

- And again, never act without having talked to me 

about it first. I mean never as in NEVER. Simply 

because there are things I know which you can’t know. 

Of course, the same applies to all of you, everyone has 

some background info the other one hasn’t and 

therefore I’d like you to keep me informed about 

everything and this as detailed as possible.  
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Exception: emergency situations. Your move should 

be based on utilitarianism concept. 

 

Once again, there has been a huge change in our team but 

nothing we can’t survive. Therefore, your exact roles aren’t 

set yet. Except for Nod who is the most skilled fighter 

between us, he’s responsible for everything about war. 

Nate will follow his steps and work with him as well if she 

wants to. Candi is responsible for communication and Jim 

is going to stay the counsellor.  

 
What’s next? 
 

• Recruiting new member 

• You tell me, we’ll hold a meeting soon. I personally 
can’t this week but I promise, soon. Don’t shy away 
to pm me your objectives already, I’ll always make 
sure you’ll get credits for all of your contributions 
in the R4 room and amongst the other officers. 
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Rankings:  
 

• R3: active players both in the game and chat. *2 

• R2: active to semi active members. Some play and 
don’t participate in chat, some others don’t play 
often but participate in chat when they do. 

• R1: What is to be kicked next, starting with the 
weakest. 

 
Alliance store:  
 
I keep 5-15 of each item, depends on their popularity. If 
everyone checks it once a day, you’ll get an idea about 
what goes away faster. Up to 20 teleports and shields 
when SvS. The reason why I keep it low isn’t the funds 
but a good distribution between our power player and 
low budget ones.  
 

*1 make as many new friends as possible, you can even jump in 

other alliances for a quick look, ideas and friends. 

*2 don’t forget to check through the help list instead of pressing 

‘help all’ to get an overview about everyone’s progress and 

activity. 

 

Best Regards and thank you, 

PersianWoman 
 


